Background
Methods
We reviewed 838 eligible clinical study articles that were published in 1990, 2000, and 2010 in four journals New England Journal of Medicine, Lancet, Journal of the American Medical Association and Nature Medicine. The study types, study designs, sample designs, data quality controls, statistical methods and statistical software were examined.
Results
Substantial changes occurred in the past twenty years. The majority of the studies focused on drug trials (61.6%, n = 516). In 1990, 2000, and 2010, there was an incremental increase in RCT studies (74.4%, 82.8%, and 84.0%, respectively, p = 0.013). Over time, there was increased attention on the details of selecting a sample and controlling bias, and there was a higher frequency of utilizing complex statistical methods. In 2010, the most common statistical methods were confidence interval for superiority and non-inferiority comparison (41.6%), survival analysis (28.5%), correction analysis for covariates (18.8%) and Logistic regression (15.3%).
Conclusions
These findings indicate that statistical measures in clinical studies are continuously developing and that the credibility of clinical study results is increasing. These findings provide information for future changes in statistical training in medical education.
Introduction
Recently, the design and statistical analysis of clinical studies have become increasingly strict and elaborate as a result of Evidence-based medicine (EBM). Many institutions published instructions for study design and statistical analysis of clinical studies, e.g. the guidelines for format and content of the clinical and statistical sections by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 1988 [1] [2] [3] [4] . Several clinical research articles have indicated a trend of increasingly sophisticated statistical techniques, and hidden information in the data can be shown more thoroughly and precisely with these techniques [5] . These techniques include methods to compare patterns (superiority, non-inferiority and equality) and data sets and the use of multiple comparison and survival analysis.
However, these improvements also make articles difficult to understand and grasp. A recent cross-sectional study found that less than half of the 277 sampled internal medicine residents had adequate statistical knowledge and understanding to follow the medical literature [6] . Several studies indicate that the statistical education model and level in present medical training fails to meet the demands of clinicians, especially when they want to understand published clinical research [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Medical training should include training in complex statistics [11] , but there is uncertainty about what should be added and enhanced in the medical curriculum. Educators should agree on the type and depth of statistical knowledge that should be imparted on future clinicians.
Therefore, the object of this study was mainly to assess how study designs and statistical methods have changed in the last twenty years and to determine the current trends in study design and statistical methods in clinical studies.
Methods

Inclusion criteria
There are two main types of clinical studies: clinical trials (also called interventional studies) and observational studies (PubMed homepage, ClinicalTrials.gov). So in this study, the inclusion criteria can be defined as following:
The type of study: the clinical trials and observational studies; Participants (articles): The articles from New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM), Lancet, Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) and Nature Medicine; Intervention (treatment factors or exposure factors): Observational study (descriptive study, case-control study and cohort study), drug trial, medical apparatus and instruments, operation methods, health education, diet therapy, exercise therapy, stem cell therapy, et al;
Control: Exposure factors (observational study), other interventions or placebo(clinical trials); Outcome: the statistical methods of inclusion articles, such as descriptive statistics, t-test, ANOVA, Survival analysis, and statistical software et al.
Exclusion criteria
Comments, case reports, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, genome-wide analyses and articles did not involve primary or secondary data analysis were excluded from the study. The articles were also excluded from the study if the sample size was less than 10.
Selected Articles
To assess how statistical methodology of clinical studies has changed in the last twenty years. The articles were sampled in New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM), Lancet, Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) and Nature Medicine on three time points 1990, 2000, and 2010 (Fig 1) .
The sampling frame for articles included all issues of the selected four journals in the years 1990, 2000 and 2010 and were web-searched only on PubMed homepage. On PubMed homepage, regarding article types, the type of clinical studies was selected and then entered the site of ClinicalTrials.gov. ClinicalTrials.gov is a registry and results database of publicly and privately supported clinical studies (clinical trials and observational studies) of human participants conducted around the world. All articles within those issues which load down from website of ClinicalTrials.gov were then evaluated for eligibility according to inclusion/exclusion criteria. Eligible articles were those in which authors implemented a study and analyzed primary or secondary data for the clinical trials and observational studies. Specifically, the articles of original clinical trial and clinical investigation were eligible for inclusion, regarding to RCTs, case-control studies, cohort studies and descriptive studies. As commentary, case reports, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, genome-wide analyses, and articles did not involve primary or secondary data analysis, they were excluded from the study.
Data collection
A data collection schedule was discussed within the research group. The main contents of the discussion include: which aspects can reflect the statistical methodological shift of clinical studies, what categorizations should be included in each aspect (as determined by Table of Contents)? In this study, the aspects of statistical trends should be: study types, study designs, sample designs, data quality control, statistical methods and statistical software. There are some different ideas for categorizations of statistical methods. In this study, the predetermined categorization for statistical methods was done similarly to what Arnold LD et al. did previously [11] . The statistical methods were not specified in some articles clearly. For example, if the authors calculated hazard ratios but did not specify the type of survival analysis, the articles were coded as "Survival analysis". If no specific correction analysis was mentioned but the word "adjusted" was used, the article was coded as using correction analysis for covariates. Two readers with masters-level training in biostatistics independently abstracted data pertaining to study types, study designs, sample designs, data quality control, statistical methods and statistical software. After abstracting the data for each article, two readers entered data into independent files and then merged the entries into one file for data reconciliation by Epidata 3.0.
Except input error, instances of discordant information were flagged (less than 10% in 838). Two readers reconciled the data case-by-case referencing the article, when discrepancies were present e.g. the number of used statistical methods is different for one article between two readers. When discrepancies could not be resolved by referencing the article, the readers would only consult statisticians (corresponding authors) until they reached an agreement.
Data analysis
Descriptive statistics were generated for each data category (e.g. the number of statistical designs/methods), overall by year of publication. Significant differences for variables (e.g. prevalence of statistical designs/methods) over the three study years (1990, 2000, and 2010) were examined using chi-square and Fisher exact test, and p-values of less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. The software SPSS v.18 and Epidata 3.0 were used for all analyses.
Results
Study types
After searching in PubMed, 1,099 clinical study articles were got in four journals. Excluding the 261 articles, which were adapting to the exclusion criteria, a total of 838 eligible articles were included, including 223 (26.6%) from 1990, 314 (37.5%) from 2000, and 301 (35.9%) from 2010. As shown in Table 1 , the majority of the studies focused on drug trials (61.6%, n = 516). There were significant differences in three study types over the three years, including drug trial (p = 0.004), operation method (p = 0.028) and other types (p = 0.008). The so-called "other types" include health Education, diet therapy, exercise therapy, stem cell therapy, etc. There was no significant difference in study type of medical apparatus and instruments over the three years (3.1% in 1990, 6.1% in 2000, and 3.0% in 2010; p = 0.110).
Study designs
As demonstrated in Table 2 , the most common clinical study design was the randomized controlled trial (RCT) (81.1%, n = 679). The number of descriptive studies decreased ( 
Sample designs
As shown in Table 3 , the number of studies that used multiple centers increased (26.9% in 1990, 63.7% in 2000, and 81.4% in 2010; p<0.001). More studies reported the use of two groups 
Data quality controls
Four indexes of data quality are shown in Table 4 . The first clinical trial register (CTR) was established in February 2002 by the American National Institutes of Health (NIH), National Library of Medicine (NLM) and FDA [12] , so clinical study articles published in 1990 and 2000 did not register on the CTR. However, in 2010, the proportion of registered studies was 58.1%. Though there was no significant difference in the use of blindness over the three years (p = 0.117 for open, p = 0.170 for single-blind, p = 0.219 for double-blind), but there were significant differences in the form of data entry over the three years (all p<0.001). An increasing 
Statistical methods
As demonstrated in Table 5 , the most commonly reported statistics in the reviewed articles were descriptive statistics (100. Interim analysis was reported infrequently overall, with significantly differences over time (2.5% in 1990, 6.2% in 2000, and 9.3% in 2010; p = 0.009).
Statistical software
As recorded in Table 6 , there was a significant increase over time in reporting of SAS (13.5% in 1990, 41.7% in 2000, and 46.8% in 2010; p<0.001) and STATA (3.1% in 1990, 11.5% in 2000, and 10.6% in 2010; p = 0.002). There was no significant difference over time in reporting of SPSS (p = 0.104) and R software (p = 0.082).
The number of studies that use database to manage data increased (21.1% in 1990, 42.0% in 2000, and 69.4% in 2010; p<0.001).
Discussion
The choice of these four general medicine journals for this study is strength, as they should be the leading medical journals with an extremely broad readership. They are widely read by clinicians in a variety of specialties and publish across a range of clinically related issues, so they are certainly representative of published paper in general. For the generalizability of findings, which journals could be included in have been discussed with PLOS ONE Academic Editors for many times.
Although a large number of 838 eligible articles were included in this study, the focus on these four general medicine journals for this content analysis is a limitation as it restricts generalizability of findings and does not account for variation by specialty. For example, preferred choice of study designs and data analysis expectations in surgical fields may differ from those in psychiatry or pediatrics. Thus, trends in study design and analytic techniques present here may differ from journals with more directed target audiences and area of focus. To assess differences in the use of statistical methods in general medicine journals and specialized journals, we identified reviews of statistical methods used in specialized journals. A 1995 study comparing prevalence and use of statistical analysis found that rheumatology journals [13] tended to use fewer and simpler statistics than general medicine journals. So this study still have important guidance for statistics education. Meanwhile, if this content analysis was extended to include articles from other integrative journals, then it is anticipated that individual findings would vary but that overall trends of increasing statistical complexity over the decades would be similar.
In this content analysis and individual findings, what are overall trends of increasing statistical complexity over the decades? Regarding trends of study types, drug trials decreased over time, but other types (e.g. some new skills of health education, diet therapy, exercise therapy, stem cell therapy, etc.) occurred with more frequency. Regarding trends of study design, descriptive and case-control studies occurred with less frequency over time; Cohort and RCT studies occurred with more frequency. this phenomenon suggests that study design has become increasingly rigorous in the last twenty years. Meanwhile, the tendency to use statistical hypothesis testing may be associated with a decrease in studies that compared difference and an increase in studies that utilized superiority and non-inferiority, especially in 2010; this phenomenon suggests that statistical hypothesis testing has become more accurate than before. Regarding trends of sample design and data quality control, they are two key aspects of clinical study results, as appropriate sample design and rigorous data quality control can improve the reliability and credibility of clinical study results [14] [15] [16] [17] . The results of the present study also show that the use of multiple centers, sample estimation methods, power estimation and data set comparisons has increased over time. Some of these methods, such as sample estimation methods, power estimation and FAS-PPS-SS, were used in earlier studies but were less likely to be included in studies published before clinical trial guidelines were published by the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH-E9) in 1998 [4] . These trends show that the EBM and journals have been increasingly strict on the quality of trials.
Regarding trends of statistical methods, the proportion of papers that reported using multiple comparison, survival analysis (Cox models and Kaplan-Meier), sensitivity analysis, interim analysis, confidence interval (superiority and non-inferiority) and correction analysis increased significantly from 1990 to 2010. These complex statistical methods require strong statistical understanding to interpret their application and the results. Some of these technologies were less likely to be included before the statistical analysis guidelines for clinical trials were published in 1992 and 1993 [2, 3] . Because the rules of statistical analysis guidelines have clearly specified many complex statistical methods must be concluded in, e.g. confidence interval (superiority and non-inferiority). The phenomenon that complex statistical methods are used more frequently indicates that journals are more strict regarding the accuracy and type of statistical analyses that are reported in articles [7, 11, 18] .
Only 0.7% of the surveyed articles didn't mention the type of statistical software that was used for the analyses in 2010, and nearly 90.0% of those articles used SAS, SPSS, STATA and R. The data on statistical software show that professional statistical software is used with increasing frequency, and journal editors demand more precise details of statistical methods.
From 1990 to 2010, we note that there has been little change in content of medical education [9] . Even in instances where statistical content of training may have been revised and updated, the degree to which material is covered may be limited, e.g. confidence interval (Superiority and non-inferiority), sensitivity analysis, interim analysis, and correction analysis even not covered in most textbook. This contrasts with the substantial increases in frequency and complexity of statistical reporting. While our findings do not directly suggest that medical education necessarily needs to be modified, the statistical reporting trends described may have implications for medical education. Similarly, while this study does not provide data to suggest that improved statistical knowledge could translate to more effective use of the literature, we do propose that physicians' familiarity with certain (complex) statistical approaches may assist them in critically evaluating and weighing the literature.
To this end, medical educators may wish to be aware of the benefits and limitations of different and more complex statistical strategies as they try to teach certain topical content or critical evaluation skills. Moreover, as future and current clinicians engage in a life-long learning process, findings from this study may be used as part of the discussion about statistical training across the continuum of medical education. 
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